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ARTICLES

FEDERALIZING TAX JUSTICE

REUVEN AVI-YONAH, ORLI AVI-YONAH, NIR FISHBIEN AND HAIYAN XU*

ABSTRACT

The United States is the only large federal country that does not have an explicit way to reduce the economic disparities among more and less developed regions. In Germany, for example, federal revenues are distributed by a formula that takes into account the relative level of wealth of each state (the so-called Finanzausgleich, or fiscal equalization). Similar mechanisms are found in Australia, Canada, India, and other large federal countries. The United States, on the other hand, has no such explicit redistribution. Each state is generally considered equal and sovereign, and the federal government does not distribute revenues to equalize the states’ spending capacity. While the overall impact of the federal tax and transfer system may be to shift revenues from richer to poorer states, this is not openly acknowledged, and that impact is generally condemned in existing literature as unfair to the states that send more revenues to Washington, D.C., than they get back in federal transfer payments. Nor is it politically likely that the U.S. will adopt a formal fiscal equalization mechanism, because—unlike Germany or Canada—it decisively settled the problem of secession in the Civil War and therefore does not fear a potential break-up along regional lines.

This Article proceeds from the normative position that the increasing gap between the richer and poorer areas of the United States is a problem that requires federal intervention, and that the federal tax system can play a role in that intervention. There is increasing evidence of a yawning economic gap between the heartland and the coasts of the U.S., which translates into higher permanent unemployment and minimum wage employment, opioid abuse, imprisonment,
and premature death. This gap contributed to the political division of the country revealed in the 2016 presidential election and needs to be addressed if we want to prevent ever further polarization.

The Article first assesses past and current attempts to enact tax provisions to help disadvantaged regions in the United States. On the federal level the prime example is Internal Revenue Code (“IRC”) section 936, which provided tax breaks for investments in Puerto Rico. This section was widely criticized and was ultimately repealed in 1996 with a ten-year phase-out. The Article will argue that, in fact, the evidence shows that section 936 was quite successful in creating and maintaining jobs in the territory, and that its repeal led directly to Puerto Rico’s current economic problems, which began when section 936 was finally abolished in 2006. A contrary example was IRC section 199, the domestic manufacturing deduction, which was intended to stimulate manufacturing in low-growth areas like the Rust Belt, but was captured by coastal industries like software and entertainment, and was ultimately repealed in 2017 because it was widely conceded to be ineffective and mostly failed in reaching its initial goal. Its replacement, the Foreign Derived Intangible Income (“FDII”) provision in the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017, IRC section 250, is geared toward aiding exports by intangible intensive industries and is therefore more likely to help the richer areas where these industries are located. On the state and local level, there exists a proliferation of tax incentives, but in many cases they do not result in successful development. Rather, they tend to confer windfalls on multinationals who would have invested in the U.S. anyway and to favor investment in already rich cities, such as the twenty finalists and the ultimate winner on Amazon’s list of candidates for its second headquarters.

The Article then takes a comparative perspective by surveying several more or less successful tax measures taken to encourage development of less developed regions, including in China and Israel.

Finally, the Article develops a proposal for using federal taxes to influence multinationals to invest in poorer locations. It builds on an existing list of approved targets, namely the so-called “opportunity zones” created by the 2017 tax reform. Opportunity zones are limited to census tracts that have at least a 20-percent poverty rate or are below 80 percent of the state or city median income. An investor in an opportunity zone gets a tax break, although it is limited to gains that she has already made from other investments. The opportunity zone provisions have been widely criticized as only helping investors and not being limited to people and areas in need. We would limit our proposal to opportunity zones in the target area, i.e., rural America, and exclude major metropolitan zones in that area. We propose that the federal government should declare that a corporation that invests in an opportunity zone in the target area would pay no federal tax on profits from that zone. To define profits from the opportunity zone and segregate them from other profits, we suggest using a formula like the one the states use: total corporate profit x [(wages paid to employees in the opportunity zone/total wages) + (number of employees in the opportunity zone/total employees)]/2. This type of formula should work to incentivize corporations to move jobs to the preferred areas. With well paid jobs come good schools, better infrastructure, and the general economy dynamism the richer areas
of the United States already have in abundance.

**INTRODUCTION**

This Article proceeds from the normative position that the increasing gap between the richer and poorer areas of the U.S. is a problem that requires federal intervention, and that the federal tax system can play a role in that intervention. There is increasing evidence of a yawning economic gap between the heartland and the rest of the United States, which translates into higher permanent non-employment and minimum wage employment, opioid abuse, imprisonment, and premature death.\(^1\) Another unwarranted effect of such unemployment, as found in a recent study, is that such permanent unemployment and poverty lead to a lifetime earnings gap as significant as between a high school and a college graduate.\(^2\) This gap contributed to the political division of the country revealed in the 2016 presidential election, and needs to be addressed if we want to prevent ever further polarization.

The problem of regional disparities is common in large countries, and most large federal countries have explicit ways to reduce the economic disparities between more and less developed regions. In Germany, for example, federal revenues are distributed by a formula that accounts for the relative level of wealth of each state (the so-called *Finanzausgleich*, or fiscal equalization). Similar mechanisms are found in Australia, Canada, India, and other large federal countries.\(^3\) The United States, on the other hand, has no such explicit redistribution. Each state is generally considered equal and sovereign, and the federal government does not distribute revenues to equalize the states’ spending capacity. While the overall impact of the federal tax and transfer system may be to shift revenues from richer to poorer states, this is not acknowledged, and to the extent it is discussed in the literature, it is generally condemned as unfair to the states that send more revenues to Washington than they get back in federal transfer payments. Nor is it politically likely that the U.S. will adopt a formal fiscal equalization mechanism, because unlike Germany or Canada, it decisively settled the problem of secession in the Civil War and, therefore, does not fear a potential break-up along regional lines.

If fiscal equalization is unrealistic, can the federal tax system play a role in solving the regional disparities issue? This Article addresses past attempts to enact tax provisions to help underdeveloped regions in the U.S. On the federal

---


level, the prime example is IRC section 936, which provided tax breaks for investments in Puerto Rico. This section was widely criticized and was ultimately repealed in 1996 with a ten-year phase-out. The Article argues that in fact the evidence shows that section 936 was quite successful in creating and maintaining jobs on the island and that its repeal led directly to the current economic problems of Puerto Rico, which began when section 936 was finally abolished in 2006. A contrary example was IRC section 199, the domestic manufacturing deduction, which was intended to help the Rust Belt but was captured by coastal industries like software and entertainment and was ultimately repealed in 2017 because it was widely conceded to be ineffective and mostly failed in reaching its initial goal. Its replacement, the Foreign Derived Intangible Income (FDII) provision in the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 (IRC section 250), is unlikely to be effective as well, because it focuses on export-oriented, intangible, intensive industries that are primarily located on the rich coasts. On the state and local level, there exists a proliferation of tax incentives, but in many cases, they do not result in successful development, and they tend to confer windfalls on multinationals who would have invested in the U.S. anyway and to favor investment in already rich cities, such as the twenty finalists and the ultimate winner on Amazon’s list of candidates for its second headquarters. We therefore believe it is imperative that the federal government intervene. From a comparative perspective, many countries have taken tax measures to encourage economic growth in less developed regions. The Article surveys two of these experiences, in China and Israel, which had mixed results.

The Article then develops a proposal for using federal taxes to influence multinationals to invest in poorer regions, such as the heartland. It builds on an existing list of approved targets, namely the so-called “opportunity zones” created by the 2017 tax reform. Opportunity zones are limited to census tracts that have at least a 20-percent poverty rate or are below 80 percent of the state or city median income. An investor in an opportunity zone gets a tax break, although it is limited to gains that she has already made from other investments. The opportunity zone provisions have been widely criticized as only helping investors and not being limited to people and areas in need. We would limit our proposal to opportunity zones in the target area, i.e., rural America, and exclude major metropolitan zones. We propose that the federal government should declare that a corporation that invests in an opportunity zone in the target area would pay no federal tax on profits from that zone. To define profits from the opportunity zone and segregate them from other profits, we suggest using a formula like the one the states use: total corporate profit \times \left[(\text{wages paid to employees in the opportunity zone}/\text{total wages}) + (\text{number of employees in the opportunity zone}/\text{total employees})\right]/2. This type of formula should work to incentivize corporations to move jobs to the preferred areas. With jobs come homes, good

schools and everything else the richer areas of the U.S. already have in abundance.

I. FISCAL EQUALIZATION IN FEDERAL COUNTRIES AND U.S. EXCEPTIONALISM

The United States is the only large federal country in the world that does not employ some mechanism of fiscal equalization.\(^6\) Australia, Canada, Germany, India, South Africa, and many other federal countries have in place a system of “equalization grants” under which the central government makes fiscal transfers to ensure that the resources available to state or provincial governments do not vary too much.\(^7\) In Canada, for example, section 36 of the Constitution requires the federal government “to ensure that provincial governments have sufficient revenues to provide reasonably comparable levels of public services at reasonably comparable levels of taxation.”\(^8\)

There is no such fiscal equalization system in the United States. As a result, states with lower economic resources must choose between taxing more and providing fewer services than richer states. For example, if Connecticut were to impose average state taxes, it would collect $7,205 per capita, while Mississippi

---

6. Kirk J. Stark, Rich States, Poor States: Assessing the Design and Effect of a U.S. Fiscal Equalization Regime, 63 TAX L. REV. 957, 957 (2010); Michael Keen, Peculiar Institutions: A British Perspective on Tax Policy in the United States, 50 NAT’L TAX J. 779, 789 (1997) (“[t]he United States stands alone among the federations of the advanced economies in its failure to equalize across the states.”); Jun Ma, Intergovernmental Fiscal Transfer in Nine Countries: Lessons for Developing Countries, WORLD BANK ECON. DEV. INST. POL’Y RESEARCH WORKING PAPER NO. 1822 (1997). A potential exception was the general revenue sharing (“GRS”) program that was created under the Nixon Administration and allowed to expire in 1986. See Congressional Research Service, General Revenue Sharing: Background and Analysis, RL31936 (Jan. 9, 2009). The GRS program was authorized in the State and Local Fiscal Assistance Act of 1972 (P.L. 92-512, the “1972 Act”), and was extended three times before finally expiring on September 30, 1986. Over the almost fifteen-year life of the GRS program (1972 through 1986), more than $83 billion was transferred from the federal government to state and local governments. From 1972 to 1980, states received approximately one-third of the grants, and local governments received two-thirds. State governments were excluded from GRS beginning in the 1981 fiscal year. The CRS report states that “[t]he rationale behind GRS in 1972 cannot be traced to a single political or economic objective, such as economic stimulus. The turbulent economic and political environment that characterized the 1960s and 1970s led proponents and opponents of GRS to modify their political and economic arguments as that environment changed. Generally, GRS could be implemented to (1) initiate intergovernmental fiscal reallocation; (2) address state and local government liquidity crises; and (3) synchronize federal and state-local fiscal policy.” But the GRS was never a systematic fiscal equalization mechanism, and it was spread among all states and localities, not limited to poorer ones.


would collect $3784. In fact, Connecticut collects $6,630 per capita (with lower taxes than the national average), while Mississippi collects $4,092 (with higher taxes than the national average), leaving Mississippi able to provide $2,538 per capita less than Connecticut despite imposing higher taxes.  

In practice, the federal tax and transfer system does result in some states’ residents paying more in taxes to the federal government than they collect in benefits, and others paying less. For many years, the Tax Foundation published an annual report on “Federal Tax Burdens and Expenditures by State,” which describes which states are beneficiaries (primarily the red states) and which are net donors (primarily the blue states). But this is an inaccurate measure, because it includes—among other items—government salaries and procurement contracts as federal transfers, and it has not been updated since 2005.

Instead, as the Nobel-prize winning economist James Buchanan explained in 1950, the proper target for fiscal equalization policies are not the states, but rather individuals living in those states: “The policy objective for intergovernmental transfers then becomes one, reduced to individual terms, of providing or ensuring ‘equal fiscal treatment for equals.’” Buchanan’s goal was to ensure that “[p]ersons earning the same income and possessing the same amount of property will no longer be subjected to a much greater fiscal pressure in Mississippi than in New York, solely because of residence in Mississippi.” This, he argued, is necessary from an efficiency perspective to prevent residents of Mississippi from moving to New York just because they would get more services for each dollar they pay in tax. From this perspective, the Tiebout hypothesis that inter-state mobility in the US is driven by an efficient sorting mechanism (some people prefer high taxes and high services and others the opposite) is wrong, because Tiebout assumed that there are no “net fiscal benefits” that can be achieved by

10. Id. at 966. The states receiving the most from the federal government were New Mexico, Mississippi, Arkansas, Louisiana, West Virginia, North Dakota, Alabama, South Dakota, Kentucky, and Virginia. The states contributing the most were New Jersey, Nevada, Connecticut, New Hampshire, Minnesota, Illinois, Delaware, California, New York, and Colorado. For an updated version, see Laura Schultz & Michelle Cummings, Giving or Getting? New York’s Balance of Payments with the Federal Government, ROCKEFELLER INST. OF GOV’T (Jan. 8, 2019), which despite its name covers all 50 states. In this analysis, the principal gainers are Virginia, Florida, Kentucky, Maryland, and North Carolina, and the principal losers are New York, New Jersey, Massachusetts, Connecticut, and Illinois.
moving from one state to another.\textsuperscript{13}

However, the general academic consensus has until recently been against fiscal equalization.\textsuperscript{14} The main argument against it is that giving the government of poorer states fiscal equalization payments may reward wasteful spending without helping individuals residing in these regions. This has been a major critique of fiscal equalization regimes in Germany, Italy, and Canada.\textsuperscript{15} Even Buchanan recanted his earlier support for fiscal equalization.\textsuperscript{16}

Beyond these arguments, the fundamental reason the United States will never adopt a fiscal equalization mechanism is its history. Countries that have such a mechanism are typically countries with a history of actual or potential division, with equalization grants being the glue that holds the country together. In Canada, for example, Quebec, which nearly seceded from Canada in two closely contested independence referendums, is the main beneficiary of fiscal equalization.\textsuperscript{17} Likewise, the German fiscal equalization system, which dates to the origins of the federal republic, was enhanced upon unification in 1990 to bind together the richer west and the poorer east.\textsuperscript{18} In the United States, on the other hand, the decisive victory of the Union in the Civil War has meant that secession is a

\textsuperscript{13} Charles M. Tiebout, \textit{A Pure Theory of Local Expenditures}, 64 J. Pol. Econ. 416 (1956); Stark, \textit{supra} note 6.


\textsuperscript{15} See, e.g., David Albouy’s study of the Canadian fiscal equalization system, which, he found, exacerbated financial inequities. David Albouy, \textit{Evaluating The Efficiency And Equity Of Federal Fiscal Equalization}, Nat’l Bureau of Econ. Research (July 2010), http://www.nber.org/papers/w16144.pdf [https://perma.cc/DQ9M-V6C4] (“Canadian equalization policy appears neither efficient nor equitable, but exacerbates pre-existing inefficiencies and underfunds minorities. Locational inefficiencies cost Canada 0.41 percent of income annually and cause over-funded provinces to have populations 31 percent beyond their efficient long-run levels”).

\textsuperscript{16} James M. Buchanan, \textit{Fiscal Equalization Revisited}, Frontier Centre for Public Pol’y (2002).

\textsuperscript{17} Stark, \textit{supra} note 6, at 958-59.

constitutional impossibility, and a U.S. fiscal equalization program seems highly unlikely to ever be enacted. As Kirk Stark writes:

Unlike other federations that have adopted equalization policies, the United States is under no threat of secession or other sectional crisis that might motivate such a reform to the country’s intergovernmental fiscal arrangements. The cluster of poor states that stand to benefit most from an equalization regime, however, represent a key (and growing) electoral prize in U.S. politics. If equalization is to gain a political footing in the United States, the most likely path would be through the efforts of political entrepreneurs using it as a policy reform designed to win the allegiance of that region’s voters. Of course, equalization is not the exclusive policy tool available to these entrepreneurs, perhaps not even the most effective; yet it may offer promise as a high-visibility reform that signals a new approach to designing U.S. institutions of fiscal federalism. 19

This seems unlikely to be right, from a 2020 perspective. The idea that the rise of the South would enable Southern politicians to successfully enact a fiscal equalization program ignores the fact that this has not happened in the long years of Southern political influence over first the Democratic and, later, the Republican parties. However, it may be that concerns about the result of the 2016 election will lead some politicians from both parties to support less extreme forms of aid for disadvantaged regions, such as the opportunity zone legislation that was proposed on a bipartisan basis and enacted into law in 2017. 20

We believe that a tax incentive proposal, like the one outlined in Part 5 below, is more politically feasible than fiscal equalization. Fiscal equalization is unlikely in the United States for the reasons given above, and because the idea that the richer states should help out the poorer states is antithetical to the American conception of federalism as a union of equal sovereign states with equal dignity to the federal government above them. 21 In addition, there are practically no supporters of fiscal equalization in the United States; existing literature on the subject has generally harped on the alleged unfairness of some states paying more and receiving less from the federal government than others (see, e.g., the current debates about the cap imposed in 2017 on the state and local tax deduction, perceived by some as unfair to the blue states). 22 Tax incentives, on the other hand, are a long American tradition, both at the federal level and at the state and local level. 23 Moreover, the kind of tax incentive we propose would be supported and lobbied for by all the large corporations that derive primarily

19. Stark, supra note 6, at 961.
20. See infra Part V.
23. See infra Parts II (discussing IRC sections 936, 199, 250, and all the previous iterations of opportunity zones) and III (discussing state and local tax incentives).
U.S.-source income and are still much more heavily taxed than their peers who rely primarily on foreign income (and can obtain a zero tax rate under the terms of the 2017 tax reform).  

Recently, David Schleicher has suggested that problems with regional inequality in the U.S. can be solved by reducing barriers to mobility and encouraging people to move. Schleicher argues that “America has become a nation of homebodies. Rates of inter-state mobility, by most estimates, have been falling for decades.” Even research that does not find a general decline finds that “[i]nterstate mobility rates are . . . low . . . among disadvantaged groups” and are not increasing “despite a growing connection between [moving] and economic opportunity.” Perhaps more important than changes in overall mobility rates are declines in mobility in situations and places where it is particularly important. People “are not leaving” areas “hit by economic crises,” with “unemployment rates and low wages . . . linger[ing] in these areas for decades. And people are not moving to rich regions where the highest wages are available.”

Schleicher “advances two central claims.” First, he argues that “declining interstate mobility rates create problems for federal macroeconomic policymaking. Low rates of interstate mobility make it harder for the Federal Reserve to meet both sides of its ‘dual mandate’ of ‘stable prices and maximum employment’; ‘impair the efficacy and affordability of federal safety net programs that rely on state and local participation’; and reduce both levels of ‘wealth and rates of growth by inhibiting agglomeration economies.” While determining an optimal rate of interstate mobility is difficult, policies that unnaturally inhibit interstate moves worsen national economic problems.”

Second, [Schleicher] argues that governments, mostly at the state and local levels, have created a huge number of legal barriers to interstate mobility. Land-use laws and occupational licensing regimes limit entry into local and state labor markets; differ[ing] eligibility standards for public benefits, public employee pension policies, homeownership subsidies, state and local tax regimes, and even basic property law rules.

24. See Reuvan Avi-Yonah et al., The Games They Will Play: Tax Games, Roadblocks, and Glitches Under the 2017 Tax Legislation, 103 MINN. L. REV. 1439 (2019). While it is true that Southern politicians have traditionally opposed programs that could help their region like Obamacare, a program geared toward job creation in the South and Midwest is likely to have their political support.


26. Id. at 78.

27. Id.

28. Id.

29. Id.

30. Id.

31. Id.

32. Id.

33. Id.
reduce exit from states and cities with less opportunity; and
building codes, mobile home bans, federal location-based subsidies, legal constraints on knocking down houses, and the problematic structure of Chapter 9 municipal bankruptcy all limit the capacity of failing cities to “shrink” gracefully, directly reducing exit among some populations and increasing the economic and social costs of entry limits elsewhere.\footnote{Schleicher concludes his article as follows:

Whether or not it adopts these particular policy proposals, it is imperative that the federal government take action to combat stagnation in our labor market. Many of the problems described here—zoning, occupational licensing, fiscal crises in declining cities—are getting worse over time. As these problems fester, labor mobility will continue to decline, monetary policy will be less effective, growth will be slower, and the tax burden of funding the safety net will be higher.

These economic costs come along with perhaps more severe political ones. Some have interpreted the 2016 presidential election as the revenge of residents of rural and exurban areas left out of the economic boom we have seen in richer metropolitan areas. To the extent that this interpretation of the 2016 election is correct, a policy agenda aimed at increasing mobility is a tool for addressing the concerns of those rural and exurban voters. Further, such an agenda would capture the spirit of this Article’s argument that residents of rich urbanized areas are excluding residents of poorer exurban ones from opportunity. Politicians should consider pushing for reforms that will break down geographic barriers to opportunity. Doing so will not only make the country richer, but will further the political ideal of forging a unified economy and people from our many regions and groups.\footnote{Schleicher is correct in pointing out the barriers to mobility from poorer to richer areas imposed by residents of the richer areas, and in his call for reform to overcome them. Such reforms may increase overall U.S. economic growth and improve the lives of the movers. However, it seems unlikely that such reforms could solve the problem for those who stay behind.\footnote{People may have good reasons to wish to stay where they were born and grew up and where their family lives, rather than uproot to a new and very culturally different area, regardless of the economic costs or benefits. The idea that solving regional poverty should be based on easing the path for all residents of Mississippi or Alabama to move to New York or California seems far-fetched, because it ignores hundreds of years of inertia.}}

Schleicher concludes his article as follows:
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These economic costs come along with perhaps more severe political ones. Some have interpreted the 2016 presidential election as the revenge of residents of rural and exurban areas left out of the economic boom we have seen in richer metropolitan areas. To the extent that this interpretation of the 2016 election is correct, a policy agenda aimed at increasing mobility is a tool for addressing the concerns of those rural and exurban voters. Further, such an agenda would capture the spirit of this Article’s argument that residents of rich urbanized areas are excluding residents of poorer exurban ones from opportunity. Politicians should consider pushing for reforms that will break down geographic barriers to opportunity. Doing so will not only make the country richer, but will further the political ideal of forging a unified economy and people from our many regions and groups.\footnote{Schleicher is correct in pointing out the barriers to mobility from poorer to richer areas imposed by residents of the richer areas, and in his call for reform to overcome them. Such reforms may increase overall U.S. economic growth and improve the lives of the movers. However, it seems unlikely that such reforms could solve the problem for those who stay behind.\footnote{People may have good reasons to wish to stay where they were born and grew up and where their family lives, rather than uproot to a new and very culturally different area, regardless of the economic costs or benefits. The idea that solving regional poverty should be based on easing the path for all residents of Mississippi or Alabama to move to New York or California seems far-fetched, because it ignores hundreds of years of inertia.}}

\footnote{Schleicher is correct in pointing out the barriers to mobility from poorer to richer areas imposed by residents of the richer areas, and in his call for reform to overcome them. Such reforms may increase overall U.S. economic growth and improve the lives of the movers. However, it seems unlikely that such reforms could solve the problem for those who stay behind.\footnote{People may have good reasons to wish to stay where they were born and grew up and where their family lives, rather than uproot to a new and very culturally different area, regardless of the economic costs or benefits. The idea that solving regional poverty should be based on easing the path for all residents of Mississippi or Alabama to move to New York or California seems far-fetched, because it ignores hundreds of years of inertia.}}
of U.S. history and culture.\textsuperscript{37} Moreover, there is “empirical [evidence] that, while economic theory suggests that individuals should move away from” poorer areas to richer areas, “many chose not to.”\textsuperscript{38} In addition, once individuals are leaving poorer areas, a desirable objective should “be to create a new equilibrium where investors decide to return to a distressed area,” in an expectation that other investors will do the same.\textsuperscript{39} Tax incentives could play an important role in initiating that process.\textsuperscript{40}

Even economists are beginning to understand that encouraging all the residents of the poorer regions to move elsewhere will not solve the political problems revealed by the 2016 election results, and that something should be done to help those regions left behind by globalization. A recent paper by Benjamin Austin, Edward Glaeser, and Lawrence Summers argues that perhaps, contrary to the conventional economic wisdom, there is a legitimate role for the federal government to play in adopting place-based policies.\textsuperscript{41} They point out that while, historically, there has been significant convergence of the various American regions, in recent years the economic convergence of American regions has greatly slowed, and “rates of long-term non-employment have even been diverging.” Simultaneously, the rate of non-employment for working age men has nearly tripled over the last 50 years, which has generated a terrible social problem that is disproportionately centered in the eastern parts of the American heartland (i.e., the region between the Mississippi river and the eastern Appalachians).\textsuperscript{42}

Austin, Glaeser, and Summers divide the United States into three regions: the coastal states, the eastern heartland (inland states formed before 1840) and the western heartland (inland states formed after 1840).\textsuperscript{43} They then describe the

\textsuperscript{37} For the opposite point of view, see, e.g., Jesmyn Ward’s moving account of why she, as a double National Book Award-winning black woman writer, chose to move back from San Francisco to rural Mississippi. Jesmyn Ward, My True South: Why I Decided to Return Home, \textit{Time} (July 26, 2018), http://time.com/5349517/jesmyn-ward-my-true-south/ [https://perma.cc/9UFC-UH6U]. Or read Dante Alighieri on the bitterness of exile:

\begin{quote}
You shall leave everything you love most dearly: \\
This is the arrow that the bow of exile \\
Shoots first. You are to know the bitter taste \\
Of others’ bread, how salt it is, and know \\
How hard a path it is for one who goes \\
Descending and ascending others’ stairs.
\end{quote}

DANTE ALIGHIERI, \textit{DIVINE COMEDY}, Par. 17:55-60 (1320).

\textsuperscript{38} Bernstein & Hassett, \textit{supra} note 1, at 4.

\textsuperscript{39} Id.

\textsuperscript{40} Id. at 5.


\textsuperscript{42} For documentation of the health care effects of unemployment in these areas, see JONATHAN M. METZL, DYING OF WHITENESS: HOW THE POLITICS OF RACIAL RESENTMENT IS KILLING AMERICA’S HEARTLAND (2019).

\textsuperscript{43} Austin, Glaeser & Summers, \textit{supra} note 41. This is not entirely accurate since it would
differences between the three regions in terms of GDP growth, the not-working rate, mortality rates, opioid abuse and imprisonment rates. On all criteria, the eastern heartland has in recent years fared worse:

The coastal states have seen their real economies grow by 342 percent from 1965 to 2016. The western heartland has grown by 475 percent over the same period. The eastern heartland has experienced the most sluggish growth, at 187 percent. . . . The trends in GDP are matched by the trends in the not-working rate. Figure 11 shows the prime age male not-working rate since 1980. Before the recession of the early 1980s, nonemployment was roughly comparable on the coasts and in the eastern heartland. The western heartland had the lowest levels of not working. Since 2000, this ordering has been stable. The not-working rate has been highest in the eastern heartland and lowest in the western heartland; the coasts are in between. Figure 12 shows mortality rates between the three regions for prime age men. Between 1970 and the early 1980s, mortality fell smoothly for all three regions, and the ordering was stable. The western heartland was the healthiest region of the country. During the early 1980s, male mortality rose on the coasts, partially reflecting the scourge of AIDS. Since the 1990s, the eastern heartland has been the outlier, with relatively high, and even occasionally rising, levels of mortality for prime age men. If we seek to understand the striking fact of rising prime age male mortality, as noted by Anne Case and Angus Deaton (2015, 2017), we need to look at the eastern heartland. Figure 13 shows county-level opioid prescriptions per capita across the United States. These are particularly high in the low-employment areas of the eastern heartland. A final social problem is imprisonment, which affects a significant share of the male population in many states. Until the mid-1990s, imprisonment rates were generally higher on the coasts than in the western heartland. Between the mid-1990s and 2010, the western heartland had the highest imprisonment rate. Now, both heartlands have imprisonment rates that are dramatically higher than the imprisonment rates on the coasts.44

Austin, Glaeser, and Summers then raise the question whether these more permanent economic divisions across space should lead American economists to rethink their traditional skepticism about place-based policies.45 They document that increases in labor demand appear to have greater impacts on employment in areas where not working has been historically high, suggesting that subsidizing employment in such places could particularly reduce the not working rate. They

include in the target area Arkansas (1836) and exclude Wisconsin (1848) and Minnesota (1858), so we prefer the geographical limitation of the eastern heartland as the area between the Mississippi and the eastern slopes of the Appalachians, although it is certainly defensible to include Arkansas as well as Oklahoma (1907), even though they lie west of the Mississippi.

44. Austin, Glaeser & Summers, supra note 41, at 170-71.
45. Id. at 151.
then suggest that place-specific pro-employment policies, such as a ramped up Earned Income Tax Credit, that are targeted towards regions with more elastic employment responses, however financed, could plausibly reduce suffering and materially improve economic performance.

While this paper is a remarkable about face,\(^{46}\) and its suggestion that the EITC can be increased for poor regions (rather than, as Schleicher suggests, increased in the rich regions to encourage more people to move there) is a step forward, the solution proposed in the Austin et al. paper is still quite narrow.\(^{47}\) Specifically, it does nothing to address the fundamental problem of how people in the poor rural areas of the heartland can find jobs that will enable them to qualify for the EITC, or perhaps even earn more than the EITC limit.\(^{48}\) Although

---


47. It is also very skeptical of both fiscal equalization and of using tax incentives to encourage investment in poor areas: “Perhaps there are settings where a Tennessee Valley Authority style ‘big push’ may yield rich returns, but we are far from confident about economists’ current ability to identify such opportunities. The general existence of agglomeration economies may support the case for national pro-investment policies, such as reducing taxes on capital gains, but unless we understand the spatial heterogeneity of agglomeration effects, the existence of agglomeration does not justify spatially heterogeneous polices.” Austin, Glaeser & Summers, supra note 41, at 19.

48. In 2019, taxpayers are eligible for the full EITC if they have annual earned income below $8,650 (singles) to $24,820 (married with three or more children). The EITC is a refundable credit worth between $529 (single) and $6,557 (married with three or more children). I.R.C. § 32.
it is possible that some of the EITC inures to the benefit of employers by enabling them to lower wages (thereby harming those employees not eligible for the EITC), it seems implausible to suggest that the problem of creating good jobs in the poor areas can be solved by enabling employers to reduce wages even further, when many wages in those areas are at the minimum wage (and have to compete with much lower wages around the world). Moreover, even if the EITC were to fully benefit employers rather than employees, it would not be more effective than the existing Work Opportunity Tax Credit available to employers, which has largely not been successful in creating good jobs in poor areas.

The reality is different: The good jobs are not there, and the question is how to get the good jobs to where the poor people are, not just (pace Schleicher) how to get the poor people to move to where the jobs are. Can tax policy help move the jobs? In the next three parts, we will discuss some past attempts to do so in the U.S. and elsewhere, with mixed results.

II. A Tale of Three Tax Breaks: Sections 936, 199, and 250

There have been many attempts in the U.S. to use corporate tax breaks to encourage certain types of economic activity. This part will compare three of those tax breaks, while some others that were geared specifically to poor areas (i.e., the Work Opportunity Tax Credit and the Opportunity Zone program) will be discussed in Part 5.

A. Puerto Rico and IRC Section 936

In 2016, Puerto Rico, a territory of the United States, was unable to pay its $72 billion debt. Congress responded by placing Puerto Rico under a Financial Oversight Board and filing for municipal bankruptcy under Title III of the Puerto Rico Oversight Management and Economic Stability Act (PROMESA), which is similar to Chapter 9 of the US Bankruptcy Code (used for, e.g., Detroit).

Puerto Rico’s bankruptcy was not inevitable. Until 1996, the Commonwealth benefited from Internal Revenue Code (IRC) section 936, which was originally

52. In general, such regulation via taxation is the main reason to have a corporate tax. See Reuven S. Avi-Yonah, Corporations, Society and the State: A Defense of the Corporate Tax, 90 VA. L. REV. 1193 (2004).
enacted in 1921 and provided a tax incentive for U.S. corporations that located operations in Puerto Rico. Specifically, section 936 (as modified in 1976) provided for a credit against U.S. taxes paid on income derived from the active conduct of a trade or business in Puerto Rico. In 1982, section 936 was limited by taxing the U.S. parent of a subsidiary in Puerto Rico on income from intangibles unless it had a significant business presence in the Commonwealth. The percentage of gross income that a Puerto Rican corporation must have earned locally to qualify for the section 936 credit was set at 65 percent in 1976 and increased to 75 percent in 1986.

Even though section 936 applied to all U.S. possessions, in practice, its tax benefits were largely limited to Puerto Rico; in 2005, 98.8 percent of the $900 million in tax credits claimed under section 936 derived from Puerto Rico, and 94 of 102 possessions corporations were located on the island. Manufacturing firms accounted for 69 percent of the section 936 credit in 2005.

Even though there is an immense empirical literature demonstrating that tax incentives are effective in leading multinationals to shift the location of their activities, section 936 came under criticism by two economists, Thomas Hexner and Glenn Jenkins, who argued that its job creating benefits were not large enough to justify the U.S. loss of tax revenue. Congress responded in 1996 by abolishing section 936, with a ten-year transition period that ended in 2006.

Several economic studies have since re-evaluated the Hexner and Jenkins result. For example, Harry Grubert and Joel Slemrod investigated section 936 in 1998 and, through analyzing 419 possessions corporations, found that the operating capital and payroll of Puerto Rican affiliates would be more than two thirds lower in the absence of the section 936 credit. Grubert and Slemrod correctly predicted that eliminating the tax exemption would result in many firms leaving the island or reducing the size of their operations—which, in fact,
occurred after section 936 disappeared in 2006.\textsuperscript{62}

More recently, Zadia Feliciano and Andrew Green used industry panel data to analyze the effects of the phase out and elimination of section 936 on the number of establishments, value added, employment, and wages in Puerto Rico’s manufacturing sector. They show that the elimination of section 936 had the effect of decreasing average manufacturing wages by 16.7 percent and decreasing the number of manufacturing establishments by 18.7 percent to 28 percent.\textsuperscript{63}

By the fall of 2010, the government of Puerto Rico was desperately looking for revenue due to the deteriorating economic conditions caused by the repeal of section 936. The first author of this Article devised a tax, implemented in 2010, that was imposed on sales from Puerto Rico affiliates to their U.S. parents and that (according to a ruling by the U.S. Treasury) could be credited against U.S. tax liability, thus partially re-creating section 936.\textsuperscript{64} But this levy was challenged in court and ultimately proved insufficient to prevent bankruptcy.\textsuperscript{65}

All the evidence thus suggests that, contrary to Hexner and Jenkins, section 936 was an effective way of encouraging jobs and investment in Puerto Rico, and that its repeal was a catastrophic error that led directly to bankruptcy, a massive emigration, and a costly federal bailout.

More broadly, it could be argued that section 936 should have been terminated, because otherwise it would be permanent, and we should not encourage permanent dependency. It is no accident that section 936 was eliminated in the same year that welfare reform terminated “welfare as we know it.”\textsuperscript{66} But, in our opinion, this view is wrong. People are not just isolated individuals, but rather part of a community that has its own unique culture. Migrating to a different place with a different culture has major costs, even if, like most migrants, you live surrounded by other migrants from the same place.\textsuperscript{67}

Thus, we believe that preventing, for example, a mass migration from Puerto Rico to the mainland by maintaining jobs in Puerto Rico would have positive


\textsuperscript{63} Id.; see also Juan Carlos Suarez Serrato & David Garrett, \textit{How Elastic is the Demand for Tax Havens? Evidence from the US Possessions Corporations Tax Credit}, 109 AM. ECON. ASS’N. PAPERS AND PROCEEDINGS 439 (2019).


externalities for the people of Puerto Rico, who would get to stay in a place they love, rather than move to a very different place. Moreover, the United States as a whole benefits from having different cultures in different places, and we would lose those benefits if the South, for example, lost most of its population to the coasts. We agree with Schleicher that people who want to move within the United States should be able to do so. But we also see the benefits of enabling the people who want to stay to do so, and that is fundamentally why section 936 should have been kept permanently, like similar place-based subsidies overseas (e.g., in China, Israel and Italy) that are discussed in Part 4 below.

B. Section 199

In 2004, the U.S. lost the last of a long series of battles in the World Trade Organization (WTO) against the European Union (EU). Beginning in the 1970s, the EU challenged U.S. export subsidies as incompatible with the WTO subsidies and countervailing measures (SCM) rules. The U.S. lost successive cases on the Domestic International Sales Corporation (DISC), Foreign Sales Corporation (FSC), and Extraterritorial Income (ETI) regimes, all of which were ruled to be illegal export subsidies.68

Since the EU threatened sanctions on politically sensitive products, such as Florida oranges in a presidential election year, Congress responded in 2004 by repealing the ETI regime and instead enacted section 199, which was designed to subsidize manufacturers who had benefited from ETI (such as Boeing) without violating the SCM, because section 199 was not tied to export performance.69

In theory, section 199 was designed to help manufacturing, which could have helped the Rust Belt. However, the IRS subsequently issued regulations in 2008 that expanded the definition of manufacturing to include writing software and producing movies.70 As a result, the benefits of section 199 mostly accrued in California and the Pacific Northwest, home to Microsoft and Disney. In addition, numerous corporate executives testified in Congress that section 199 did not impact their investment decisions, and it was costly to the government, with $193 billion in tax losses over the ten-year budget window.71


69. Under the SCM, a subsidy given to a particular enterprise or group of enterprises is an export subsidy, and therefore a prohibited subsidy, if it is linked de facto or de jure to export performance, and a remission of taxes otherwise due is a subsidy for this purpose. See Rueven S. Avi-Yonah & Joel Slemrod, (How) Should Trade Agreements Deal with Income Tax Issues?, 4 TAX L. REV. 55 (2002).

70. See 26 C.F.R. § 1.199-3.

Section 199 was repealed in 2017. It stands for the proposition that if Congress wants to encourage manufacturing, it should restrict the subsidy to real manufacturing, and ideally place geographical limits on the subsidy so it does not make the rich coasts even richer.

C. Section 250

In lieu of section 199, Congress enacted the Foreign Derived Intangible Income provision (FDII, IRC section 250).\textsuperscript{72} Section 250 applies a reduced corporate tax rate of 13.125 percent (instead of 21 percent) to “foreign-derived intangible income” (FDII), which is defined as the amount which bears the same ratio to the corporation’s “deemed intangible income” as its “foreign-derived deduction eligible income” bears to its “deduction eligible income.”\textsuperscript{73}

Deemed intangible income is the excess of a domestic corporation’s deduction eligible income (gross income without regard to certain enumerated categories) over a deemed 10-percent return on its cost basis in tangible assets.\textsuperscript{74}FDII is defined as income derived in connection with (1) property that is sold by the taxpayer to any foreign person for a foreign use, or (2) services to any foreign person or with respect to foreign property.\textsuperscript{75} In other words, this category comprises exports for property and services, including royalties from the licensing of intangibles.

Deduction eligible income is essentially the domestic corporation’s modified gross income.\textsuperscript{76} So a U.S. company’s foreign derived intangible income, which gets the 13.125-percent rate, is the amount that bears the same ratio to its deemed intangible income as the U.S. company’s exports bear to its modified gross income.

The effect of this rule is that a U.S. corporation that engages in exporting goods or services or intangibles has to pay 21 percent on the first 10-percent return on its tangible assets, but thereafter is entitled to the lower rate of 13.125 percent. “Export” for this purpose is defined broadly so it can include exporting items that have just been imported, as well as exporting items that will be re-imported, as long as they have been modified in some way.

This provision is highly problematic in at least three ways. First, it discourages domestic manufacturing, because it taxes tangible investments at 21 percent up to a 10 percent return, while a domestic corporation that has no U.S. activities and only imports goods and re-exports them benefits from the lower 13.125-percent rate.

Second, unlike section 199, section 250 is a blatant violation of the SCM, and the WTO will likely strike the section down if challenged, because it is \textit{de jure}
as well as de facto contingent on export performance.\textsuperscript{77}

Third, perhaps because of concern it will be struck down, section 250 has not so far encouraged inbound FDI.\textsuperscript{78} The reason may be that it is too risky to move intangibles into the United States, because it may be a Hotel California situation (“you can check in, but you cannot check out”).\textsuperscript{79} If the law is changed, then the intangibles are trapped in the US because of the enhanced IRC sections 367 and 482.\textsuperscript{80}

Overall, FDII, like section 199, does little to help those areas of the U.S. that need help and is an expensive give-away to intangibles and exports, two areas that do not need help.

\section*{III. Amazon and the Sorry State of U.S. State and Local Tax Incentives}

While the federal government does little to encourage investment in the heartland, states and localities in the U.S. have for several decades been engaged in massive tax competition. The most recent and most blatant illustration is the competition to attract Amazon’s “second home,” which is expected to create 50,000 jobs and bring in an investment of $5 billion, as well as many positive externalities (e.g., the knowledge that Amazon employees take with them when they leave the retail giant). Two-hundred and thirty-eight localities applied to be considered, and Amazon chose the suburbs of Washington, D.C., and New York City from a list of twenty finalists, all of whom offered it massive tax breaks. New York then withdrew its offer due to local opposition, resulting in Washington being the sole winner (which, given Jeff Bezos’ ownership of the capital’s leading newspaper and Amazon’s increasing vulnerability to federal antitrust and regulatory enforcement, may strike some as a foreordained outcome).

The Amazon saga illustrates one problem with this type of tax competition: It confers a windfall on the multinational.\textsuperscript{81} Amazon had decided to create the second headquarters and would have spent the $5 billion and hired the 50,000 people somewhere in the U.S. even if tax competition were banned. This is precisely why such tax competition is illegal in the EU (under the “state aid” doctrine, recently applied to Ireland’s tax breaks for Apple and Luxembourg’s for Starbucks), as well as a potential violation of the SCM (recently applied to the tax
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subsidies Chicago used to attract Boeing from Seattle).

However, from the perspective of the locality, tax competition can be effective. Spartanburg, South Carolina, benefited tremendously from attracting BMW, thereby creating a hub for many other businesses, and so did Tuscaloosa, Alabama, when it attracted Daimler, even though the cost per job was quite high. In other cases, however, it is harder to show that the benefits of tax competition exceed the costs, and none of these costs would have to be borne if there was an effective way to ban tax competition. Unlike the situation in China (described below), this seems unlikely in the United States. In DaimlerChrysler Corp. v. Cuno, the Supreme Court rejected an effort to challenge local tax competition under the dormant Commerce Clause, and Congress seems unlikely to intervene.

The fundamental problem of relying on local tax competition to attract business to poorer areas is well illustrated by the Amazon case. Every single one of the twenty finalists on Amazon’s list is either on the coasts, or, if it is in the heartland, it is an already flourishing city (Nashville, Dallas, Austin, Pittsburgh, and Columbus were the non-coastal finalists). These places may need Amazon to continue growing, but from a national perspective, they are already doing well. What we need is a way to attract Amazon and its ilk to places that are not doing so well, as discussed in Part 5 below.

IV. Two Case Studies from Abroad: China and Israel

Many countries have tried to use tax measures to attract investment to poorer regions to reduce regional economic disparities. In this Part we will survey two such attempts in non-federal countries, China and Israel, which had mixed results.

China and Israel are two very different countries—one is immense (about the same size as the United States, but with four times the population) and the other tiny (the size of New Jersey, with eight million people). But they have three


83. DaimlerChrysler Corp. v. Cuno, 547 U.S. 332 (2006). On Cuno, see Reuven S. Avi-Yonah, Passport to Toledo: Cuno, the World Trade Organization, and the European Court of Justice, 109 TAX NOTES 1661 (Dec. 26, 2005), 41 TAX NOTES INT’L 289 (Jan. 23, 2006). For an argument that such state tax competition should be banned under the Commerce Clause, see Peter D. Enrich, Saving the States from Themselves: Commerce Clause Constraints on State Tax Incentives for Business, 110 HARV. L. REV. 377 (1996). In China, as we discussed above, regional tax competition was banned by the central government because it promoted a race to the bottom, and Congress could do the same under the Commerce Clause but is unlikely to do so.

84. In addition to China and Israel, tax measures to aid development of poorer regions can be found in Italy. Uri Dadush, Incentives to Attract FDI, CARNEGIE ENDOWMENT FOR INT’L PEACE (May 1, 2013), https://carnegieendowment.org/2013/05/01/incentives-to-attract-fdi-pub-52270 [perma.cc/GC29-H6ED].
things in common. First, they have very large regional disparities in development. In China, the coastal regions are highly developed, with a per capita GDP of $19,095 in Beijing, and $18,450 in Shanghai, and $15,876 in Jiangsu, while the hinterland is poor, with a per capita GDP of $4,343 in Gansu, $5,117 in Yunnan, $5,622 in Guizhou, and $5,814 in Tibet. In Israel, the Tel Aviv region is rich (responsible for more than 50 percent of Israel’s GDP, which was $40,258 per capita for the year of 2017), and the periphery is considerably poorer.

Second, they are both highly centralized. Israel is not a federal country, and local government depends heavily on the central government. China has provinces, but governance is highly centralized, and major decisions are made in Beijing.

Third, neither country has a formal fiscal equalization mechanism. Instead, both rely on tax incentives to entice private investors away from the richer zones and into the poorer ones. In addition, Israel has a unique set of individual incentives. The first, in the form of tax incentives, is based on residency in the periphery, even if the taxpayer works in Tel Aviv. The second, in the form of special grants, is for skilled individuals working in periphery, regardless of their residency.

The main difference between the two sets of incentives relates to size: In Israel, it is easy to live in the periphery and work in Tel Aviv, but that is not possible in the hinterland of China, although (like the United States) it is


87. Gil Solomon, Island and its name Israel: The Dan Region area is getting stronger - and the rest of the country is weakening, (Dec. 24, 2013), https://www.globes.co.il/news/article.aspx?did=100903288 [perma.cc/N4UY-6QK3]. The Israeli Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS) stopped publishing statistics regarding Israel’s GDP, with geographical segmentation. An official publication from 2005 shows that Tel-Aviv region is responsible for roughly 37 percent of Israel’s GDP, but later studies show that Tel-Aviv region is responsible for 54 percent of Israel’s GDP. See Table 42 of Israel CBS publication for year 2005 (taking into account Tel-Aviv and Central districts).


theoretically possible to live in the countryside and commute to cities in the hinterland.

The following description of the Chinese and Israeli tax incentives illustrates some of the possible options available for regional tax incentives in the United States. Given the political unlikelihood of a U.S. fiscal equalization program, such incentives are the most feasible options in creating a twenty-first-century Marshall plan for those areas of the U.S. left behind by globalization.

A. China

When China opened its economy in the 1980s, the coastal areas began to flourish first. This created a gap between the coast and the hinterland that the government saw as threatening the stability of the country, given China’s long history of successive break-ups. Consequently, in 2001, the central government launched the “develop the west” plan, followed in 2004 by a similar plan for the central provinces. These plans included tax reliefs, but also massive government investment in infrastructure projects. 90

Under the original Great Western Development Strategy of 2001, there were two main forms of tax incentive available for investors in the hinterland. 91 First, a domestic or foreign enterprise investing in the hinterland could enjoy a reduced tax rate of 15 percent (compared to the general corporate tax rate of 25 percent) from 2001 to 2010. Second, the newly established enterprises set up in the western region engaging in transportation, utilities, water conservation projects, postal service and television broadcasting could enjoy a corporate income tax holiday (0-percent rate) for two years followed by three years at 12.5 percent. 92 These provisions were extended in 2011 for another ten years. 93

Between the early 2000 and 2013, growth in the interior soared, and the gap with the coasts was reduced. But since 2013, while the hinterland continued to grow, the coasts (especially the south) grew much more rapidly. From 2003 to


91. Under Article 4 of the Notice No. 58 of 2011 (Caishui), the western regions having tax reliefs include twelve provincial-level administrative units: Chongqing, Sichuan, Guizhou, Yunnan, Xizang [Tibet], Shaanxi, Gansu, Ningxia, Qinghai, Xinjiang, Inner Mongolia, and Guangxi. Additionally, Xiangxi autonomous prefecture of Hunan Province, Enshi autonomous prefecture of Hubei Province and Yanbian autonomous prefecture of Jilin Province are also qualified to enjoy the same tax relief policies. These are all underdeveloped regions, mostly in western but some in northern and northeastern China.


2013, the south coast share of national GDP fell from 36 percent to 33 percent, but since 2013 it has rebounded to nearly 35 percent in 2018. On the whole, the west and the center have stopped gaining on the coasts, although they are better off than they would have been without the tax incentives. In nominal terms, China’s economic slowdown from 2009 to 2019 has been twice as sharp inland than along the coasts. Fiscal deficits in the coastal regions rose from 2 percent in 2000 to 3.9 percent in 2018, but in the hinterland, they expanded rapidly from 5.5 percent in 2000 to 15.5 percent in 2018. This is in part due to a decline in direct government investment in the hinterland. In 2000, government investment was about a third of GDP in all regions, but it rose to 43 percent in the south coast, 68 percent in the west, and 60 percent in the central region by 2018. For example, Chongqing, a city of over 30 million people in the west, grew by 17 percent in 2010 but only by 6 percent in 2018. In 2017, 87.5 percent of FDI into China flowed to the south coast. In western China, industrial activity fell from 51 percent of GDP in 2011 to 41 percent in 2018. But the government remains committed to trying to close the gap.94

There are several reasons for the problematic outcomes of the Chinese strategy. First, before 2007 there were no limits on local and regional tax incentives, and local officials were compensated based on local GDP growth. The result was a proliferation of competing tax incentives that offset each other (like the similar situation at the state and local level in the United States), and the natural geographic advantages of the coasts led to investors preferring them over the hinterland.95 In 2007, China’s Law on the Administration of Tax Collection (“LATC”) was amended to bar subnational tax preferences, but existing regimes were grandfathered, resulting in a continuing advantage for the coasts.96 Even when a tax relief expires, once a corporation has been doing business in certain location for a long time, it might be reluctant to move to another, poorer location with better tax reliefs but a less competitive infrastructure and workforce.

Second, the central government also extended similar tax reliefs to high tech industries in industrial development areas like Pudong district in Shanghai, 94. Id.
95. “Local officials preferred to broad powers [sic] in granting tax preferences and to outperform other local officials in competing for the investment, resulting in regional tax competition and disregard of centrally-made tax policy.” Jinyan Li, The Rise and Fall of Chinese Tax Incentives and Implications for International Tax Debates, 8 FLA. TAX REV. 669 (2007).
96. Law of The People’s Republic of China Concerning the Administration of Tax Collection, art. 3 (2007): “The collection of tax or the cessation thereof, the reduction, exemption and refund of tax as well as the payment of tax dodged or overdue shall be implemented in accordance with the law or, if the State Council is authorized by the law to formulate relevant provisions, in accordance with the relevant provisions prescribed in administrative regulations formulated by the State Council. No governmental organs, entities or individuals may be permitted to make without authorization, by violating laws or administrative regulations, decisions regarding the collection of tax or the cessation thereof, the reduction, exemption or refund of tax, the payment of tax dodged or overdue or decisions in conflict with other tax laws or administrative regulations.”
thereby enabling them to outgrow the hinterland.97

Third, despite the nominal ban on new unauthorized tax reliefs, these continue to exist at the subnational level.98 There is no uniform statute to recognize and govern regional tax reliefs, no coherent policy prioritization between regions and industries, and no serious legal liability for government officials for abusively granting tax reliefs to enterprises to meet local GDP targets tied to their compensation. Although the LATC prohibits unauthorized regional tax reliefs, both obvious and hidden unauthorized regional tax reliefs exist in China. As the regional preferential policies take various forms of reduction, exemption or refund of tax, even the national tax administration does not necessarily have a clear picture of the actual scale, complexity, and geographical distribution of regional tax reliefs or subsidies in practice.

Nevertheless, the Chinese story is not one of complete failure. Between 2001 and 2013, there was a significant narrowing of the gap between the coasts and the hinterland, and even though precise data are lacking, it is likely that some of this is due to government policies. Even after 2013, it is likely that absent the tax preferences, the gap would have grown even wider. It is important to remember that overall, since 1990, “the proportion of people living in extreme poverty in China fell by half from 61 percent in 1990 to below 30 percent in 2002, and on down to 4.2 percent in 2014.”99 The number of citizens China has raised from poverty accounts for 70 percent of the world’s total.100 Some of this happened in the hinterland. For example, Chinese government statistics indicate that regional tax reliefs have benefited the 219 national Economic and Technical Development Zones (“ETDZs”) in China, which in 2017 grew by 9.9 percent, or 3 percent higher than the overall national growth rate.101 Many of these are in the hinterland


98. Xiong Wei, Research on the Cleaning Up and Regulating Tax Incentive Policies from the Perspective of Rule of Law, 6 CHINA LEGAL SCI. (2014).

99. Id.


101. Regular Press Conference of the Ministry of Commerce, MINISTRY OF COMMERCE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF CHINA (May 31, 2018), http://english.mofcom.gov.cn/article/newsrelease/press/201806/20180602754520.shtml [https://perma.cc/NV9-BGM2]. According to government data, in 2017, the 219 ETDZs realized the fiscal revenue of 1.8 trillion yuan, up 15.9 percent year on year, 8.5 percent higher than the average level of the country over the same period (7.4 percent), and accounting for 10.3 percent of the total government revenue; the realized tax revenue was 1.6
(for example, there are eighty-eight in Sichuan). Thus, it seems plausible that the Chinese hinterland benefited from the tax reliefs.

B. Israel

Regional tax benefits have been part of the Israeli tax system for many years. From the early days of its establishment, the need to embrace and encourage individuals to reside and develop rural areas in the small country was crucial to Israel’s development and security. Tax benefits were used to incentivize those who chose to live in border towns and other areas that were commonly affected by the many wars with surrounding Arab countries in the north and south of Israel. In addition, the need to develop the Negev, a desert and semi-desert region of southern Israel, became a top priority to the first Israeli governments, and as such tax benefits were offered to companies that chose to invest there. Finally, as a relatively small economy, surrounded by hostile countries, Israel’s need to attract foreign investment was, and currently is, one of the most predominant goals of almost all of Israel’s governments, which lead also to significant tax benefits to companies investing in Israel generally and in designated areas specifically. With its relatively short, but complex, history and a sharp and fast economic growth, Israel sets a great study case for an extensive, and many times politically controversial, use of tax benefits.

Generally, regional tax benefits offered in the Israeli Tax Code (“ITC”) can be divided into three main groups. The first is tax benefits for investment and

---


103. The obsession of Israel’s founders with developing the Negev and the Israeli knowledge of Jewish sources is illustrated by the following joke: In the Bible, the prophet Elisha was mocked by children for being bald, and he responded by calling forth two female bears from the forest, who killed forty-two children. 2 Kings 2:23-25. The Talmudic sages were horrified by this story and responded by saying “neither bears nor forest,” meaning the story was metaphorical, not real. When Israel’s first prime minister David Ben Gurion announced on a visit to the arid Negev: “A forest will grow here!” Someone in the audience replied: “And bears will walk in it.” Reuvin S. Avi-Yonah et al., Bridging the Red-Blue Divide: A Proposal for U.S. Regional Tax Relief, PUB. L. RES. PAPER NO. 620 (July 2, 2019).
production companies. Most significantly in this group are the benefits conferred by the Law on the Encouragement of Capital Investments ("LECI"), which will be discussed below. The main purpose of benefits in this group is to promote economic development in specific priority regions. The second is tax benefits per geographical location. Most notably are the tax benefits in the free trade zone of Eilat (Israel’s southernmost city) and the two other free port zones in the cities of Haifa and Ashdod. The third and last group is tax benefits for individuals residing in designated areas, set yearly by the government. The tax benefits conferred to individuals in this group reach not only income produced in, and arising from, activities in those areas, but also income earned by the individuals in other locations, as long as they reside in the priority areas.104

LECI was first enacted in 1959 and was significantly revised in 2011 to focus more on technology, innovation, and exports. Under the current version, LECI beneficiaries enjoy a preferred tax rate of 5 percent to 16 percent (instead of the regular corporate tax rate of 23 percent), as well as accelerated depreciation and a reduced withholding tax on dividend distributions. LECI applies to investment in Jerusalem and northern and southern Israel (the “periphery”).105 Under the current version, LECI offers increased benefits to exporters and to large enterprises (e.g., the Intel factory in the south, which exports all its products and employs over 4,000 people).106

LECI has been subjected to significant critiques in Israel. Academic writing focuses on two main arguments. The first claims that encouraging exports should not be part of the fiscal policy of the Israeli Government, either by means of tax benefits or other incentives.107 This argument is mainly based on broader economic policy considerations.108 The second claims, by empirical studies, that

105. The most favorable treatment is for investments in Zone A, which comprises the greater area of Jerusalem and certain parts of the North and the South of Israel. Zone A also includes the town of Ashkelon and other surrounding areas (many of which are mainly inhabited by non-Jewish minorities). The greater area of Jerusalem has been designated as a favorable priority area mainly for knowledge-intensive by high-tech companies.
108. Id. at 10-12. This critique, however, is based on the standard economics argument that remitting taxes on exports can never increase them because of exchange rate adjustments, which has been shown to be empirically doubtful. See Reuven S. Avi-Yonah & Kimberly Clausing, Problems with Destination-Based Corporate Taxes and the Ryan Blueprint, 8 COLUM. J. TAX L. [Vol. 53:461]
the benefits conveyed by the law are not working as planned. For example, research has shown that due to the fact that LECI changes rapidly, the law encourages projects with relatively “fast returns” (so the tax benefits could be used before the law changes). Those projects are usually riskier, conducted mainly by inexperienced investors without sufficient capital. It should be noted, though, that LECI had been changed since then, aiming to encourage mainly already established investors with substantial export activity. In any case, none of the main reviews criticize the goal of conveying tax benefits to companies investing in the periphery. Some research shows that the contribution of the benefits to the periphery is substantial. Those research studies were mostly conducted before encouraging export activities became also a main goal of the LECI. On the other hand, other scholars argue that there is no longer real need to encourage capital investment in the periphery of Israel, or that the influence of the LECI on the employment level of the periphery is not substantial (but this research does not predict what would happen to the population if LECI were abolished).

The problem with the latter studies is that they assume that the goal of LECI is to equate productivity in the center and the periphery, after which the subsidies can stop. Instead, the point of LECI is to prevent concentration of the population in the center, which is essential to Israel’s security. Nor is it important that the jobs created by LECI in the periphery are mostly low-skilled ones (e.g., in the Intel factory in the southern Israeli city of Kiryat Gat), and that high skilled workers commute from Tel Aviv. The point of LECI was and still is to make it viable for people to live and work in the periphery, and none of the critical research disputes that this goal has been achieved.

Another argument is that LECI is an artificial subsidy, and that if it were discontinued, the investment in the periphery would cease. Yet this critique actually points out a benefit of LECI. One should think of living in the periphery as a market failure: Most of the population that lives there would rather live in Tel Aviv, but it is essential for the survival of the state that people continue to

229 (2017).


live in the periphery, and the residents of Tel Aviv derive a positive externality (by being more secure) from the fact that the population is not entirely centered in Tel Aviv. One does not hear the argument that Israel should stop providing defense for its citizens because they have become too dependent on the IDF. The periphery is a public good whose benefits cannot be entirely captured by the residents there, and that justifies the ongoing investment.

In addition, the first author can attest from personal experience that his hometown of Jerusalem has been transformed by the high tech agglomeration in Har Hotzvim from a poor, largely ultra-Orthodox town dependent on the government to a vibrant community capable of attracting wealthier secular Israelis. In addition to LECI, there were additional financial incentives offered by the government and the municipality (and the infrastructure and inexpensive labor force, primarily ultra-orthodox Jewish women, were already in place), but LECI had important role in this development.\textsuperscript{114} The old joke about the best thing about Jerusalem being the road to Tel Aviv no longer applies for many young Israelis.\textsuperscript{115} This is not to suggest that the LECI is not justified, or should be abolished, to the extent it is not successful in creating similar hubs in the periphery (although the LECI did play a role in the relatively recent growth of the cyber security-focused high tech community in the Southern city of Be’er Sheva). As noted, we believe the LECI is justified based on the principles of public goods.

In addition to LECI, the Israeli government grants a wide variety of regional benefits to individuals who chose to either live or work in the periphery. Israeli residents residing in priority towns are entitled to several individual tax credits. For example, those individuals are entitled to 7 percent (and up to 12 percent) tax credit of their work compensation income. On the other hand, highly skilled individuals (like medical doctors) working in the periphery are entitled to special grants, regardless of their residency.\textsuperscript{116} The effectiveness of these tax benefits is illustrated by the fact that all the kibbutzim (communal settlements) on the border with Gaza (where the second author grew up) have long wait lists of people who want to live there, despite repeated clashes with Hamas. These are not Zionist ideologues, but rather young families attracted by good education, single-family housing, and the tax breaks. Many of them commute to work in Tel Aviv.

V. A PROPOSAL FOR U.S. REGIONAL TAX RELIEF

As discussed, we believe that the increasing gap between the richer and poorer areas of the U.S. is a problem that requires federal intervention, and that the federal tax system can play a role in that intervention. There are two issues that need to be resolved for any U.S. regional tax relief proposal. The first is the


\textsuperscript{115} Although as a remnant of the past it is still true that Jerusalem is full of signs indicating the road to Tel Aviv, but there are no signs in Tel Aviv for the road to Jerusalem.

\textsuperscript{116} MENACHEM COHEN, THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ISRAELI TAX LAW ch. 5.3.2.2 (Cohen).
geographic scope, and the second is what kind of tax incentive to provide.  

A. Geographic Scope: Defining the Target

As we have seen, China and Israel have very broad definitions of the areas that qualify for lower tax rates: The entire hinterland in China and the entire periphery in Israel. The same broad definition is applied, for example, in Italy, where the whole *Mezzogiorno*, or south, is entitled to tax breaks.  

The problem with using the same broad approach in the United States, i.e., defining the target area as the entire heartland region, is that this definition is too broad and encompasses many economically vibrant cities (e.g., Chicago). A better option would be to build on an existing bipartisan consensus and use the definition of opportunity zones as enacted by the GOP in the 2017 tax law, which in turn builds on the New Markets tax credit proposed by Bill Clinton and enacted by Congress in 1996. The new opportunity zone program is largely intended to encourage investment in low-income communities. Taxpayers who invest in an opportunity zone might be eligible for three potential benefits. First, the deferral of tax (for up to ten years) on eligible capital gains, if those gains are properly invested in an opportunity zone within 180 days from when triggered. Second, the exclusion (rather than just deferral) of 10 or 15 percent of the eligible capital gains, if the investment in the opportunity zone is held for five to seven years, respectively. Third, the exclusion of any appreciation in the investment in

117. Tax incentives are of course not the only imaginable way of helping poorer regions. Beyond fiscal equalization, which seems politically implausible, one can imagine federal programs such as targeted assistance to community colleges, four-year colleges and universities, and vocational training programs in high-poverty areas, combined with infrastructure investment (broadband expansion, highway improvements, maybe high-speed railroads) in those areas. But help to education without local job creation is likely to result in more brain drain, and infrastructure by itself does not create long-term job opportunities, as the experience of China shows. The key to economic development of poorer regions is to create good jobs there. All else (education, infrastructure, housing) follows from the demands of the high-skilled employees that are moved to those areas by private employers. Direct federal job creation (e.g., military bases) is an important contributor but does not usually result in growth like private job creation. Other federal programs that benefit poorer areas either do not help job creation (e.g., social safety net programs like Social Security, Medicare and Medicaid), create jobs primarily for migrants (e.g., agricultural subsidies), or create negative externalities (e.g., subsidies to the fossil industry). In general, tax incentives are sometimes superior to direct spending programs because they are more administratively efficient, and the IRS has long experience administering various forms of tax incentive programs. See David A. Weisbach & Jacob Nussim, *The Integration of Tax and Spending Programs*, 113 YALE L.J. (2004).


119. I.R.C. §§ 1400Z-1, 1400Z-2. The opportunity zone concept was originally developed in a 2015 paper by Democratic economist Jared Bernstein and Republican economist Kevin Hassett, see Bernstein & Hassett, supra note 1.
the opportunity zone, to the extent the investment is held for at least ten years.\footnote{See also David E. Kahen, Opportunity Zones: Basis and Other Issues, TAX CLUB PAPER (Sept. 17, 2018).}

Under the 2017 tax law, an opportunity zone is defined as a census tract that (a) has (i) at least 20 percent of its population with income below the poverty rate, or (ii) has a median family income not exceeding 80 percent of the statewide median (for rural tracts) or not exceeding 80 percent of the higher of city or statewide median (for city tracts), and (b) is designated as such by the governor of the state.\footnote{I.R.C. § 45D(e).} In addition, similar to the current definition, an opportunity zone should include a census tract that does not meet the definition above, but is (a) contiguous with an opportunity zone, and (b) the median family income of the tract does not exceed 125 percent of the median family income of the opportunity zone with which the tract is contiguous.\footnote{I.R.C. § 1400Z–1(e)(1). I.R.C. § 1400Z–1(e)(2) limits the qualification to an opportunity zone under this definition to no more than 5 percent of the population census tracts in a certain State.}

Opportunity zones have attracted significant attention by investors, but have also been widely criticized because: (a) investments have been defined too generously to include types of investment that do not produce jobs, like real estate; (b) there are no limits to preclude opportunity zones being located in rich cities and near rich areas; and (c) there are no limits to prevent gentrification that does not benefit the local population.\footnote{For explanations and critiques of current opportunity zones legislation see, e.g., Lee A. Sheppard, Can Investment Funds Use Opportunity Zones? TAX NOTES (May 13, 2019) (“most of the zone deals getting done are deals that would have been done without the tax benefits. Most are for multifamily housing, but not low-income housing, which has its own set of tax benefits. The Opportunity Zone benefits mean higher profits for developers and investors, and higher ‘promote’ allocations for sponsors. All three groups share the tax benefits. Most participants see the social benefit as a positive feature of the program but irrelevant to investment decisions. Scott wants reporting, but participants see it as an administrative burden. There has been the inevitable whining about gentrification and misspent tax subsidies.”); Alan Sage et al., Where Is the Opportunity in Opportunity Zones? Early Indicators of the Opportunity Zone Program’s Impact on Commercial Property Prices (May 1, 2019) https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3385502 [perma.cc/S56Z-JNY6] (“In this study, we compare transaction prices of properties located in designated and eligible OZ census tracts, using a structural time series approach to estimate a hierarchical repeat sales price index. We find that OZ designation did not impact all properties prices, but resulted in a 13.5% price increase for ‘redevelopment’ properties and a 9.6% price increase for vacant development sites. We do not find an expectation effect prior to designation. Our findings suggest that the OZ program has thus far primarily passed through the statutory tax benefits to existing land owners, with limited evidence of additional value creation.”); Lisa M. Starczewski, The Second Set of Proposed Opportunity Zone Regulations: Where Are We Now?, BLOOMBERG TAX (Apr. 23, 2019), https://news.bloombergtax.com/daily-tax-report/insight-the-second-set-of-proposed-opportunity-zone-regulations-where-are-we-now-part-3 [https://perma.cc/BP3Y-UWJA]; Maria Koklanaris, Opportunity Zone Investors May See More
where Amazon wanted to set up part of its second headquarters is an opportunity zone, as is an area in New Jersey where the Kushner family has extensive developments. Because of these problems, there was significant opposition in New York City (led by Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez), and Amazon abandoned its plans in favor of a Washington, D.C., suburb.

In order to address these problems, we would limit the target opportunity zones to rural areas that have been losing population, and requiring that the


125. A rural renewal county is defined as “any county which (i) is outside a metropolitan statistical area (defined as such by the Office of Management and Budget), and (ii) during the 5-year periods 1990 through 1994 and 1995 through 1999 had a net population loss.” I.R.C. §
employees that qualify for the tax incentive described below (individually or for their employer) would have to be residents of the opportunity zone, as is already the case for the Work Opportunity Tax Credit (“WOTC”).

We are aware that this limitation excludes many worthy communities, such as poor areas within cities. However, we would like to focus the proposal on the area where the data reported above indicates the most widespread problems, and there are many other proposals directed at helping poor areas within cities that are differently structured and therefore less prone to gentrification issues.

One potential critique with our proposed definition is that it focuses on the red areas and excludes the blue areas. That is the result of excluding cities where most Democratic voters live. But there are plenty of blue areas within the definition, such as rural opportunity zones in Massachusetts, or most of Puerto Rico. The exclusion of cities is necessary to avoid precisely the ability of Amazon and its ilk to choose opportunity zones within the New York City or Washington, D.C., metropolitan areas.

Another critique is that the proposal is racially biased toward where white people live. But that is not accurate, because plenty of minorities live in rural areas. Furthermore, Mehrsa Baradaran has shown that economic challenges in majority-minority urban areas cannot be resolved by spatially targeted policies, because they frequently lead to gentrification and displacement.

B. Tax Incentive

Currently, the tax benefits offered by opportunity zones are limited to capital gains, to the extent properly invested in an opportunity zone. An investor who has unrealized appreciation in capital assets can invest his gain in a project in an opportunity zone, and if she waits long enough, she can defer the original gain

51(d)(5)(C) (2020).

126. I.R.C. § 51. Targeted groups include an individual who, on the date of hiring is at least 18 years old and under 40, resides within an Empowerment zone, an Enterprise community or a renewal community, and continues to reside at the locations after employment.


128. See E LIZABETH CATTE, WHAT YOU ARE GETTING WRONG ABOUT APPALACHIA (2018) (Catte’s devastating critique of JD Vance’s Hillbilly Elegy, written from the perspective of an African American woman who lives in West Virginia).

and exempt any further gain from capital gain taxation.\textsuperscript{130}

To address the gap between the coasts and the heartland, something more radical is needed. Specifically, we need to create an incentive for large employers to move long-lasting jobs to the targeted opportunity zones.

The obvious kind of tax incentive would be some kind of jobs tax credit, like the enlarging the current WOTC. The WOTC is currently available for wages paid by employers who hire individuals (on or before the end of 2019) from certain targeted groups.\textsuperscript{131} The credit for a tax year equals 40 percent (or 25 percent in case of wages attributable to individuals meeting only minimum employment levels) of qualified first-year wages. The credit has limited application mainly due to the fact that the qualified first-year wages are generally limited to only the first $6,000 paid to each member of the targeted group during her first year of employment.\textsuperscript{132} Generally, an individual is a member of a targeted group if she is a designated community resident.\textsuperscript{133} Interestingly, a designated community resident means any individual who, among others, has her principal place of abode within an empowerment zone, enterprise community, renewal community, or rural renewal county.\textsuperscript{134} The individual must continue to reside in those areas in order for wages to qualify for the credit for his or her employer. A rural renewal county means any county that: (i) is outside a metropolitan statistical area (defined as such by the Office of Management and Budget), and (ii) during the five-year periods of 1990 through 1994 and 1995 through 1999, had a net population loss.\textsuperscript{135} An empirical study on the WOTC showed that it has positive effects on targeted groups in terms of employment levels, but does not necessarily help in increasing wages in the long run (although the research did find positive effects on wages increases for the short run).\textsuperscript{136}

One can imagine a much more generous jobs tax credit than WOTC. Under such a tax credit, for every dollar of wages paid by a corporation to an employee within the target zone, it would get a full dollar reduction in its corporate tax liability, instead of the deduction for paying the wage (which is only worth twenty-one cents for every dollar paid). The problem, however, is that this type of credit may not lead to new hires, but just to a move of some highly paid

\textsuperscript{130} The focus on individual investors flows from a wish to emphasize entrepreneurship and not induce corporate migrations from other areas, but it seems unlikely to jump start an area by itself. Silicon Valley is hard to re-create. In Jerusalem, for example, the high-tech area began by attracting the Intel R&D facility, and the start-ups followed.

\textsuperscript{131} I.R.C. § 51.

\textsuperscript{132} See id. at § 51(b)(2)(i). The wages limitation is set to $3,000 (instead of $6,000) for qualified summer youth employees and to 25 percent (instead of 40 percent) in case of wages attributable to individuals meeting only minimum employment levels.

\textsuperscript{133} § 51(d)(1)(D).

\textsuperscript{134} § 51(d)(5)(A)–(C).

\textsuperscript{135} § 51(d)(5)(C).

executives to the target zone, with limited benefit for the local community. Moreover, as illustrated below, the impact of such a credit on tax liability is significantly lower than our preferred alternative.

Instead, we would recommend adopting a formulary apportionment ("FA") approach. An extensive economics literature has documented the effect of FA on location decisions by multinationals. The traditional U.S. state formula allocates corporate profits for the purpose of levying state taxes based on the location of tangible assets, payroll and sales operates. As Charles McLure pointed out, in practice, this formula functions as three taxes on the three separate elements of the formula and creates an incentive for the multinational to move jobs and assets to low tax jurisdictions. This is generally viewed as a negative aspect of traditional FA because it leads to job losses, which is why the first author has proposed repeatedly that the U.S. adopt an FA based on sales, which are harder to manipulate because consumers are relatively immobile.

In the present context, however, we would like to incentivize multinationals to move jobs to the low-tax target zone. Therefore, we would propose to apportion world-wide corporate profit between the target zone and the rest of the world by using the following formula: Total profit x (number of employees in target zone/total employees + wages in target zone/total wages)/2 = profit in target zone.

This formula differs from the traditional state formula in that it ignores sales and tangible assets, because we want to focus on jobs in the target zone. The averaging of wages and number of employees is based on the political compromise reached in the European Union between the rich countries (who want wages because their wage rate is higher) and the poorer countries (who want number of employees because they have larger labor forces). The idea is to prevent Amazon from apportioning a lot of income to the target zone just by moving Jeff Bezos there.

137. Moving just the CEO to the target zone without hiring any new employees could save a corporation millions in taxes if the credit reduces its tax liability dollar for dollar for wages paid to employees in the target zone.


141. In addition, there needs to be a minimum number of employees (e.g., 500) to prevent a billionaire from setting up a corporation with himself as the sole employee, pay himself a small
From a development perspective, it does not matter (and may even be better) if the multinational does not hire locally but moves highly trained people into the target zone from other, richer locations. The whole idea is to create an incentive for people to move to the poorer places, not away from them. Once people move to a place with jobs and salaries, they demand housing, and once they have housing, they demand good schools, good infrastructure, and the other amenities they had where they came from. Gradually, the poor area becomes more like the richer areas. This is what happened in Spartanburg, South Carolina, and in Tuscaloosa, Alabama, when they attracted BMW and Daimler, respectively.142

The tax rate on profits apportioned to the target zone should be significantly lower than the tax rates on other profits. Currently, the tax rate on domestic profits is 21 percent and on foreign profits 10.5 percent, but the latter could be zero if actual jobs are moved overseas.143 Because of this, we recommend a corporate tax rate of zero on profits from the target zone, and would be willing to forego a large part of U.S. corporate tax revenues to achieve the needed job growth in the target zone.

The following example illustrates how such a formulary apportionment method would work and why it is more effective than a jobs tax credit:

Assume a multinational that makes $1 billion in worldwide profits pays $100 million in wages worldwide, and (for simplicity) has no other deductions. The multinational has 10,000 employees worldwide, out of whom 5,000 work in the target zone. It pays the employees in the target zone $20 million in wages.

Under current law, the multinational would pay $189 million in tax:144

\[
\text{Gross income} \ 1 \text{ billion} - 100 \text{ million} = 900 \text{ million} \times 21 \text{ percent} = 189 \text{ million tax}
\]

Under a jobs tax credit, the multinational would pay $173.2 million in tax:

\[
\text{Gross income} \ 1 \text{ billion} - 80 \text{ million} = 920 \text{ million} \times 21 \text{ percent} = 193.2 \text{ million tax} - 20 \text{ million credit} = 173.2 \text{ million tax}
\]

Under our proposed FA, the multinational would pay $122.85 million in tax:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Gross income} & \ 1 \text{ billion} - 100 \text{ million} = 900 \text{ million} \\
\text{In target zone: number of employees factor} & = 5000/10,000 = 50 \text{ percent} \\
\text{Wages factor} & = 20/100 = 20 \text{ percent} \\
\text{Average of the two factors} & = 50 + 20/2 = 35 \text{ percent} \\
900 \times 35 \text{ percent} & = 315 \text{ million taxed at 0} \\
900 \times 65 \text{ percent} & = 585 \text{ million taxed at 21 percent} = 122.85 \text{ tax}
\end{align*}
\]

wage, and live and work in the opportunity zone. If the corporation earned $1 billion and his wage was $100,000 (like Warren Buffett) and he was the sole employee, all of the corporate profits would be exempt from taxes. $1 \text{ billion} \times [ (100,000/100,000 + 1/1) ]/2 = $1 \text{ billion}.

142. McGavin, supra note 82; see also Global Electric Offensive Mercedes-Benz Invests $1 Billion in Tuscaloosa, Creates 600 New Jobs, supra note 82.


144. See id. For simplicity, we ignore the fact that the multinational may pay only 10.5% or less on its foreign profit. The incentive under the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act to move jobs overseas and pay 0% on the profit should be abolished.
Thus:
Net income (after deductions and tax) under current tax is \(1,000 - 100 - 189 = \$711\) million.
Net income under tax credit is \(1,000 - 100 - 173.2 = \$726.8\) million.
Net income under FA is \(1000 - 100 - 122.85 = \$777.15\) million.
The effective average tax rate on net income under current tax is 21 percent, under the tax credit 19.2 percent, and under FA 13.65 percent.\(^{145}\)

The advantage of the FA system is that the more employees you hire in the target zone, the lower your taxes, especially if you also pay them higher wages (in the example, the average wage in the target zone is lower, which is probably realistic at first). But this benefit only lasts as long as you maintain employment in the target zone.

In addition, we would recommend a lower individual tax rate applying to people who move to the target zone, even if they work elsewhere. This proved very effective in Israel,\(^{146}\) and given the size of the U.S., for most people work will tend to be close to home.

Critics of the opportunity zones program have raised the concern that the program will result in significant revenue loss.\(^{147}\) Similar concerns might be raised against our program. To mitigate its cost, the program could be limited by adjusting the formula, such as that instead of averaging the percentages of employees and wages in target zones, only the lower percentage will count for allocation of income. In the example above, this means that only 20 percent (rather than 35 percent) would be allocated to target zones and subject to the 0-percent tax rate. This could also prevent a potential manipulation of the formula, by, for example, having one employee with a high salary in a target zone solely for receiving the tax benefit.

It is also possible to limit the benefits of the program (either by adjusting the formula as stated above, or in any other reasonable way) granted to multinationals, while allowing full benefits (meaning 0-percent rate on income allocated to target zones) to small and medium-sized enterprises. This would also

\(^{145} \) If the multinational employs more skilled labor at higher wages in the target zone, the result is even better, even with fewer employees in the target zone: Assume 1000M worldwide income, 100M worldwide of wage deduction, $45M in target zone (45%), and 10K worldwide employees, 3K in target zone (30%). With a Job Credit you get Taxable income: 1000-55=945M, Tax Liability: 945*21%\(^\text{a}\)=198.45M, Credit: -$45M, Final tax liability: 153.45M, and Net Income: 846.55M. With FA, you get Taxable income: 1000-100=900M, Calculation of target apportionment factor (45%/1/2)+(30%/1/2)=37.5%, Total income in target: 900*37.5%=337.5M, Rest of income: 900-337.5=562.5M, Tax on target income: 337.5*0%=0, Tax on rest of income: 562.5*21%=118.125M, Final tax liability: 118.125M, Net Income: 881.875M, effective average tax rate 13.125%.


align with the agenda of helping small businesses, as reflected in the recent pass-through income deduction.148

VI. CONCLUSION: TOWARDS AN IMPERFECT UNION

The outcome of the 2016 presidential election came as a shock to many Americans in heavily Democratic areas, who could not imagine that their fellow citizens would vote for somebody like Donald Trump. It revealed an immense gap between the well-educated beneficiaries from globalization, who tended to congregate on the rich coasts even if they were born elsewhere, and the poorly educated non-beneficiaries, who tended to live in the heartland where their parents and grandparents had lived before them.149

The inequality that is ripping the country apart is not just class-based. It is also spatial. If we are to maintain the ethos of “e pluribus unum” and sustain the ideal of a country united not by blood but by creed, we need to find a way to close this gap, or at least reduce its size. It cannot be that the coasts flourish and the heartland withers, because the heartland will find a way to strike back. There is already a significant gap in culture as well as education between the coasts and the heartland. But if the economic disparity could be reduced, this gap need not translate into political enmity. As long as we believe in the same American Dream, our cultural differences need not drive us apart.

In every other large federal country, the risk of secession drives fiscal equalization. In the U.S., secession led to civil war, and is relatively implausible—resulting in a situation where it cannot provide political impetus for fiscal equalization. Thus, fiscal equalization remains controversial and politically unlikely. But there are steps well short of fiscal equalization that can incentivize private actors to invest in the heartland. As the adoption of opportunity zone legislation in 2017 shows, such steps can and should be adopted on a bipartisan basis.
